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Ultrashield 28 UF 25% Urethane Fortified Floor Finish

Applications

For daily maintenance in:

> Schools and offices

> Supermarkets and retail

> Hospitals and medical centers

Specifications

Color ......................................... White

Fragrance .................... Characteristic

pH Range .............................. 8.0 - 8.5

Dilution .......................................RTU

Density ....................................... 8.65

Non-volatile solids ..................... 25%

Coverage .................2000 sq. ft. / gal.

Packaging

4/1 gallon 152500-41

5 gallon 152500-05

2/2.5 gallon 152500-07

55 gallon 152500-55

Directions

Wear safety glasses & gloves 
Usar gafas de seguridad y guantes 

Allow to dry 30 - 45 minutes between coats
Deje secar 30-45 minutos entre una capa y otra

Completely dry between coats and allow 
24 hours before use
Seque completamente entre una capa y otra, y deje pasar 24 
horas antes del uso
Do not apply more than 4 coats in a 
24-hour period
No aplique más de 4 capas en un período de 24 horas

Strip floor and apply 3 - 7 coats evenly
Limpie el piso y aplique uniformemente 3 - 7 capas
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Features:
High Solids - Requires Fewer Coats / Less Labor
Durable, Easy to Maintain, Non-Yellowing
High Off-the-Mop Gloss

Description
The ultimate in appearance and durability, this product gives you 
maximum protection in fewer coats. Save time and labor dollars while 
enhancing the beauty of your floors. Maintenance has never been so 
easy. Perfect for high speed and propane burnishers, this product also 
maintains its high appearance level even when buffing is not possible. 

Perfectly clear and non-yellowing, each film coat molecularly bonds 
together to provide extended durability. This product is easy to apply 
with mop or applicator.
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